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SUMMARY 

The powers of a quadratic matrix are ~iven as 
explicit functions of the exponent s ( S. K 
vdth k: number of rows). The discovered formula 
is applied on discontinuous Markov processes 
with discontinuous time. In this scope some 
theoretical applications, especially a limit 
approach for discontinuou~ nomogenous processes 
with continuous time are given. In conclusion 
two practical examples are discussed. 
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1.- INTRODUCTION 

1.1.- CLASSIFICATION OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES 

A stochastic process is the sum total of the 
random variables Xt , where t is a real para
meter which varies within the integer set I. 
We denote such a process [Xl; lE IJ 
The stochastic process is called con t -
i n u 0 u s if the probability of change of 
the random variables within the interval 
(t; t+dt) is of the magnitude dt+O(dt), while 
the process is called d i s con tin u -
o u s if the probability that the random 
variables remain constant within the interval 
(t; t~dt) has the magnmtude 1-dt+O(dt). If the 
change of the random variables takes place 
spontaneously, yet at any random moment, then 
we have a "diseontinuous stochastic process 
with continuous time". On the other hand, a 
stochastic process in which the change takes 
place at determined moments is called a 
"discontinuous stochastic process with discont
inuous time". This process is also called a 
chain. 

From within this large family of continuous 
and discontinuous processes we separate a 
special category which has the additional pro
perty of not exhibiting any after-effects. 

This property can be mathematically expressed 
by the equation 

1'~l'~~=~b1-1 ,xt.=~h-'1 , ..... · Xt=~to) ·~(xt.'~lll\Xt: ~l'n-1) 
fur discontinuous processes and by the equation 

f(Xt'~t,,+oIXt·~t)#l'(Xt'~tll+otXt::~tJ f()(' t,,~i;t~I 
for continuous ones, where ~tetc. are given 
numbers. Such processes are called "I1arkov 
processes" and the corresponding chains "Markov 
chains" • 

This category of processes will be divided . into 
further special cases . . A special case, important 
for its applications, consists of processes 
with the following property: 
The distribution function F [(Xt.+to - Xto) ~ ~J 
is independent of to. Such processes are called 
horn 0 g e n 0 us. Our work deals mainly 
with such processes. 

1 . 2 .- A Sl~Y OF SOLUTION METHODS FOR 

MARKOV PROCESSES 

General continuous Markov processes are describ
ed by the two Kolmogorov iifferential equations 
[1] , while general discrete Markov processes 
are described by the Kolmogorov - Feller integro
differential equations [1J • These equations 
render the distribution function of the random 
variables, if the initial conditions of the 
process are known . 

From the Chapman - Kolmogorov equation for 
dis~ontinuous random variables there are in [7J 
differential e quations deFived and discussed, 
which deliver the transition probabilities for 



discontinuous Markov processes, if the initial 
conditions are known. 

Markov chains constitute the simplest Markov 
processes. These chains are Markov processes 
with discrete random variables and discrete 
time. In these processes the Chapman -
Kolmogorov equations are redu ced into recurrBnt 
formulas for the transition probabilities. If 
the transition probabilities are independent 
of each instant of change of the random 
variables, these formulas become especially 
simple and the chain is then called homogen
ous (8]. 

If the Chapman - Kolmogorov equations are 
written in matrix form, it can be shown, as 
we shall see, that the recurrent formulas in 
the homogenous case yield a power formula. 
This renders the transition probability for 
two values of the random variables that are 
separated by several changes. 

The elements of this matrix, which is raised 
at a certain power, are determined either 
through multiplication of the matrix by itself 
or with the help of the formula discovered 
here. 

2.- TREATMENT OF MARKOV CHAINS 

2.1.- THE INHOMOGENOUS MARKOV CHAIN 

We visualize a time interval. A countable 
point set is distributed over the entire inter
val. The upper and lower bounds of the interval 
belong also to the elements of the set tr e. I. 

The random variable of the process Zt takes at 

each instant tr exactly the value of another 

element belonging to ano'ther countable set 

Ztr€Z with a defined probability. We denote 

with Pij(tn,ts) the probability for the random 

variable Z.t having taken the value Ztn=i immed
iately before the instant t n , and for taking 

the value Ztj=j immediately after the instant ts~ 

Following these settlements we can write the 

Chapman - Kolmogorov equation as follows,where 

k is the number of elements of Z: 

(1) 
[

i/j,Tln:1 .... k 
s= ~ .... . ·k 

for f:: 1 . . · . S-1 

'h~ f ~ s 

Consequently, if only one random variable is 

taken from the k values, there follows the 
equation: 

k 

(2) L.~j(t'l1/ls)=1 for all n, sand j. 

J "1 
Equation (1) can be easily written in matrix 
form: 

Thence we get for n=1, s=2, f=1: 

(3)a 

for n=1, s=3, f=1 
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(3 )b 

for n=2, s=3, f=2 

(3)c "P(t,2.,t.3)= 1'(b.,t'2.)"1\t3,b) 

From (3)a,b,c we have 

In such a manner it can be proven from equ.(3) 

through induction that 

(4) P(.l1,l:S)~ ITP(tm,tm) 
'm .. 1 

p(tm,tm) is then according to definition the 
matrix of the random variables at the instant 
tm. 

Equation (4) delivers the transition probabil
ities after s changes of the random variables, 
if the matrices of the transition probabilities 
at any instant trE I of the interval are known. 

2.2.- THE HOMOGENOUS MARKOV CHAIN 

2.2.1.- THE HOMOGENOUS CHAIN AS A SPECIAL 
CASE OF THE INHOMOGENOUS 

In the case of homogenous chains the transition 
matrices are independent of the particular 
instants and therefore they are all equal. 
p(tm,tm) is therefore independent of time and 

it is p(tm,tm)=p(t 1 ,t 1 ). Thus P(t 1 ,ts) depends 
only on s and we put: P(t 1 ,ts) = pes) and 

P(t 1 ,t 1 ) P(1). Then we get from (4) 

( 5 ) l' (S) = ["? ( 1 )] 
5 

2.2.2.- EXPLICIT DETERMINATION OF THE POWER OF 

A MATRIX AND EXPRESSION OF peS) THROUGH 
THE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OF P(1). 

Let the matrix 1'(1): (fij (1Vklc be given. It has 
the characteristic equation 

• 

• 

0:is the unit matrix. • 

If we expand this determinant and order it 
after powers ofA.we get a polynom of kth degree. 

k k-1 k-2 '1° 
(7) <fC.A)==) +m1A +m2A + ....... + 'mk.ll 

According to the theorem of CAYLEY - HAMILTON, 
every matrix satisfies its own characteristic 
value equation [5] . Thus it is: 

(8) <f(P(1»)=Pl )A;is the zero matrix. 

If we multiply this matrix polynom by ["'P(1)r-
k 

we get: k 

(9) LJpm(r= .M. 
Thence ther~Oarise the following k2 difference 
equations: 

(10) 1'."(S~ -t 'l1'l1~.(S-1)+'l1'l~"R.(S-2.) + . . ...... 'mk 'PiJ"cs-k)=0 
IJ Ij IJ . ' 

for i=1,2, ...•. k and j=1,2, •..... k 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

If we take now a continuous function f(x) that 
is at least m- times differentiable, and 
construct the function ~sf~) 

d"X'S 
then we get a new function dependent of x and s. 
We define now f(x) so that 

(11) ~im ( dSf(x»)= f . (5) 
x_ 0 d.xs ',) 

and get from (10) 

(12) ~ limr )f(x)l.mr:fim ~r l:r(f<X))= 0 L x-o df \) x-oL ch 
yeO '(:0'0 

Equation (12) is a linear differential equation 
with constant coefficients; we examine this 
equation in the vicinity of zero. Thus we can 
determine the function f(x) and thence through 
limi t approach get p , , ( s ) • 

l.J 
r ~1X Al)( ~ X 

( 1 3 ) leX) = C1 e + (2 e + . . . ' . + eke k 

From (11) and (13) we get: 

(14) ~,(S)= tim(d.Sf(~) == ~im ci
s 
s (~Ci eiX)~( i)~ 

J x-o ch x-o dx L L 
Thus we get: k i=1 \:1 

( 15 ) t?(S):::: \f Ci)~ 
IJ 4:.t 

where ~ are the roots of the polynom (7). If we 
now presume that the first (k-1) powers of the 
matrix are known, we derive the following 
system for the constants Oi: 

a '\,)1. ,\a. 
(16) (-1)1 + (2.112 + .. .... + (Iel\k ::: ~j (a.) 

fOr a=O,1, ••••• (k-1) 

From this system we get: 
Di 

(17) (i = -D-' 
where D,andD are the determinants delivered by 
Oramer's Rule. Thus equations (15) and (17) 
deliver the wanted probabilities. The express
ion D is the Vandemonde determinant. It can be 
written in product form as 

(18) D = 0 DOf-)~) 
P=2. \Aa1 

We examine now the ' determinant DI: 
1 1 ... .... .. . 1'ij(O) .. , .. .. . 1 
)1 ,Al .. .... · .. -P, .. (1) · .... , .. )k 

(19) D = IJ 
. , . \«-1 k-1 ",k-1 

~1 A2. ... .... "~ .• (k-1)" .... .JIk 
1 2. IJ k-1 

The column vector (~')6'~~ ........ )S ) of D is 
here substituted by the column vector: 

(1'1j(O),'Pij(1), .. ···, 'Plj(k-1» 
Thus with the exception of ~:iJY=S 
the determinant Ds is canceled a!tso for :Av =)9 . 
It contains therefore all factors of the 
product (18) with · the exception of the factor: 
01-)S )(A2.-)~)~)-)')"· " (lr1 -)S)()'-~+1)(A~-)&+1)" ... .. . , Cls -)k) 
According to a mathematical identity this 
factor can be written as 

$4r."~ k~ ~.., Y k-v-1 $-1 f\.'\~ 
( 20) (-1) ~,-·S1(ltli)1;+Ss(ltXa))$-.... +(-1)S.,,(~:~)-1, -... +(-1)~"'l 

where 5v(~I)~are the elementary symmetrical 
polynoms of the characteristic values l~with 
the exception of the characteristic v~lue lr 
Following two remarks lead to the expression 
(21 ) : 

1) D, is derived fro: D through 

substitution of :A~ by l'ij(m) 
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2) D5 contains all fac tors of D with the 
exception of facto r ( 20 ). Thus after 
elimination of the common fact ors of 
numerator and denominator i n (17), we 
derive a quotient with the factor ( 20) 
as denominator. In the numerator we 

l 1 I.) 
have ankexpres sion dependent of p . . (m ). 

C ~ = - -t';j (I<:-f) $e-1 (~n:l: )S}(-1) -

t ~~-~ S~_i(~1.A&}(-1)£-1 
From (15) and (21) we derive then 

k " E 1 

(21 ) 

~
$ .L:1"j'(k-~)·Se_1C~n"f'AS)-(-1 ) -

( 22 ) ~ - ~·~t~·~1~1~.--------------
i/$) - i i:: )~-E Se-

1
C)l'I* )ti)-(-1)£-1 

5:1 £-1 
Through elementary calculations we derive also 
following modifications of this formula . Thus, 
considerirg the identity 1Jk 

) )~E. Se-1 ()1'I=#: )~}(_1)t-1 = CA~-)E}(-1)~-1 
we get T.1 ~. ~~ 
( 22 ) a 'fIP) = L!ii " 1',. (.-f) · Se-< (ln~<~sH·1)E-1 

5-1 Q (~5-)~) 
Further, the following ~~tion can be easily 
proven: S,,(l'l'l*)li)=~)i-)S = 'YrLt-:A1> 

i:1 
k k 

i+j 5~ (An'. '*)$) =L E ~j -JI(m1-)p=mil~1rl.,+)~ 
i:d 3=1 

5,( )n+ )~) = t tI2)jAC )~SCl,tl} 
. \x1 j e1 t:1 

1 ~ , 
='m~-Asm2.+l~m,,-)s 

E 

. \:. '1-1 ,,\,,-1 
5'-1 (J.-n~ )~) '" L 1) . 'mf-VJ\~ 

'\I: 1 

Hereby the meanin~ of the coefficients 1nris 
perceived~-lrom (7 )~hu~_:e get: 'oH 

() 
".L.....aE'1) . fij(k-E.) ' m£_\l·)~ 

22 b ~.F= J~ . ~(_1)£-~.lk5+V-f-. 'me-v 

It is also" ):Ja~ t V", E-V v-1 
S (-1) ~I(k-f.) '1n l _y :Ai 

( 22 ) c ..h (5) = "\ ~ • ...!.....c-~v:-:..-,---_-=!J~ ____ _ 
Tij JlS -1 k-V-1 ~ 

(k-f)')S . (-1) . my 
=1 =0 

by a:pplying the formula tJ k-,-1 
~~(_1)E-~)~+V~~~~~::: (k-f).) . (-1)'· 'Y'YI1f 

~~ f· 
The formulae (22)a,b,c deliver the elements of 
a matrix raised at the sth power (s~k) in depen
dence of the elements of the first (k-1) powers, 
the characteristic values of the matrix and t he 
coefficients of its characteristic equation. 

2.2.3.- THE LIMIT PROBABILITIES 

The matrices encounte red here are stochastic 
matrices. For these there apply following rules: 

1) (23) t= ~. (S) :: 1 
J:1 ~ 

for j=1,2, ..... k and i=1,2, ...•. k 

2) Products, and therefore also powers of 
stochastic matrices, are also stochas
tic matrices. 

3) Stochastic matrices are "non-negative" 
ma t ri c e s , for it is: 0 ~ ~j ~ 1 



4) If these matrices are non-expandable, 
then the inclusion theorem is valid. 
This states: A non-expandable stochastic 
matrix has the unit as its highest cha 
racteristic value ; all other characte
ristic values are smaller than the unit . 

After these assumptions we can undertake from 
(22)c following limit approach: 

~ ~(-1t~ -p. (k-E)''me-v 
(24) R.(oo)= ~im~.(S)= e-1 v .. 1 'J 

IJ s-dt - Ck-f).(-1lmjl 
.. 0 

This formula yields the transition probabil~ 
ities, if the power of the matrix grows above 
all limits. 

3.- TREATMENT OF DISCRETE MARKOV PROCESSES 

WITH DISCRETE TIME 

A model for such processes is represented by a 
system that can accept anyone out of k states 
at discrete determined instants. The probabil
ity ~(1) states here the chance for the direct 
transi tion from state Zi to state Z) at a deter
mined instant. The probability ~ts) on the 
other hand denotes the chanc e for the trans
ition from 2i toZj after 5 changes of state. 

Formula (22)c renders these probabilities. The 
state probabilities or absolute probabilities 
serve also to describe such proaesses. If we 
denote the state probabilities with 'fi( s) where 
the probability is meant that the statelj has 
been reached after 5 changes of state, then we 
can build from these probabilities a vector in 
the k-dimensional space: 

fu) = f ~(s) ,'P'lCS)······ 'Pk CS)} 
The formula for the total probabilities renders 
the relation between absolute and transition 
probabilities. 

~ (S+1) = ~(1)'~i(S) + 1':1(1)'1-1i(S) + ...... + l'k(1)''Pk i (s) 
for i=1 ,2, ••••. k 

This system of k-equations can be written in 
matrix form [9J and we get 

(25) 

p'(s) is here the transposed matrix to the 
transition matrix of the system. By using 

f( ormUl(1~:1l )lCif: r~~0;f:Y~'-v'p.;<k-'}1;1~ . (~~~») 
. 26 ) : .Ai ~ k-,-1, : 

flcCS+1) -1 i;o'(k-T):l, . (-1)·m, kit 1>,,(1) 

The state probabilities are auxiliary quant
ities, with the help of which we can derive 
other important characteristic quantities of 
the system. 

In a sequence of changes of state, one state 
can appear more than one time. The frequency 
distribution of the states is interesting for 
us. For the calculation of this probability we 
introduce the following symbol: We wri te 1>Clib[~l 
and mean the probability for the m-fold appear
ing of the state liat $ changes of state of the 
system between the initial state Za and the 
final state Lb. If r denotes the number of state 
changes up to the first appearance of the state 
Zi, and q the numer of changes after the last 
appearance ofZi, then we can divide the state 
sequence into 3 parts. The probability for such 
a three - parted course can be written · as 
follows for a certain Fair of values of rand q 

-PQi{~l1'ii i [S:~~l 'Pi i b[~ 1 wi th m~2 j r, q~1 
Summing all po~sible cases we get: 
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(27) 1'db[!1= LL1>aii[~11JhL:~~9.}~ib[~1 
Y' ,. 

The sum extends over all possible values of 
r, q : 1 ,2 ..••• s-m under the condition Y"+9.,S-'l'n+1. 

The probabili ty rQii[~] can apparently be 
expressed after the formula for the total proba
bility through the formula 

( 28 ) 1',,; ; (: 1 =[ L -----Uf,(1)'1'f1f,(1)' - --1'f,; (1) 

ft. i f1.i fr .. i 
The s;ym,?ols Pafi(1);l'f1f28}:.a::e the already defined 
transltlon probabilltles for one change of 
state. The values 1 ..... k with the exce~tion 
of the value i are scanned by~ ,n , ..... Formula 
(28) can be written in matrix form. To do this 
we assume 1'ai j[bJ 
to be an element of a matrix that is situated 
at the crossing point of rOvl a and column i, 
while the other elements equal zero. The 
multiple sum can be substituted by the product 
of following matrices: 

a) A matrix to the left which contains only 
the probabilities for transition. from 
state Zato all other states, with the 
exception of state Zi . 

b) (r-2) matrices in which the transition 
probabilities to or from stateZj equal 
zero. 

c) A matrix that contains only transition 
prob~bilities from all states to stateZi 
with the exception of the transition 
Zi- Zi· 

a) StateZi appears in d sequential changes ~ 
of state. The probability for this is fr. 
Incidents of type a appear possibly , 
repeatedly in the chain of (~-r-q) changes 
of state, and the exponent d can take any 
value: O ••• (S-r-q). 

b) Between two incidents of type a there 
appears the incident whereby the system 
has the stat Zi and after several changes 
of state suffers a transition to· state Zi , 
wi thout the state Zi being established in 
the meantime. The probability for this is, 
as we have seen, for y changes of state: 
-Pii i [~] . 

It is now obvious that the examined chain of 
(5-r-q) changes of state consists of j.ncidents 
of type a and b, and the probability for the 
emerging of a certain "pattern" of these is 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 

Allowing for the assumption that we examine 
(S-r-q) changes of state, the condition 

f.11, d + ~ Pc = s -'( - ~ f:r' ~~ 
must be satisfied for all "patterns". Express-
ion (31) can evidently be written as follows: 

(32) 1l~(101'iiiL~1 wilh '11 = L d t 
~=1 If:: 1 

Now if we retain the permutation (f.t,f1 /·····ff)' 
there are according to the theorem for 
permutation with repetition ~+f)! 

~ 
"patterns" like (31), which appear with the 
probability (32). The probability for the 
appearing of anyone out of these is 

En +fH ~ 1\ )0 . l~"1 (33) ~f' r~·(" ".1. J 
11. • I' I' 0 

cs=" 
If we allow all permutations (~, Pt. / ........ f'f ) 
we get from (33) 

(34) ~\-: ....... ~ (1'l+f) \ f~(1) n-1'.i.r~~1 LL L 'Y\~p 11 I 1"'Lo 
1. f~ Pf f+'! 1=1 

Hereby the condition U=s-r-I\-n must be 
'''1 observed for every permutation of (f.p ft.· · · .. f{ ). 

As it can be seen from (31), n takes the value 
zero 'if state 2i appears twice in sequence 
within the entire chain of (s-r-q) changes of 
state. The maximum value of n is reached when 
onlYLi appears among all changes of state. 
Then is n=(s-r-q). Considering that the number 
of incidents of type b in the chain of (s-r-q) 
changes of state extends between zero and 
(s-r-~1),we get the probability for the appear
ing of any number of incidents of ·type b by 
summing (34) over f. 

y,.~ L L· .. 2::: (~;f~! ~~(1)tr'P.i.[P!rJ 
. f. 11 <'-1 I' 0 

f~o t, ~ fi: J-

or l' i rS·'·'\1-5·~l:fl! f~(i)['~"'''~ 
iiL - 'TI!f! ,, ' LL L 

m-2 f:o r.. fto Pr 
Considering that n+f=m-1, we get the equation 

with following conditions: 

Cl)~'+tY~=s-(m-f-1);b) f~~2.jC) f,'\.~1 jol) ~~m-1 
From a) and b) we' also get 

e) f~ S--m-1 

To evaluate formula /~~5) we determine from the 
common solution of e) and d) the possible 
values of f. These values are O/1/'1, .... "min~-m-1J m-1J 
Wi th the various values of f is the sum T+'t+f::ft:. 

1=1 J 

determined. If we substitute (35) in (27), we 
have then to retain such terms from the sum 
to be constructed, the parameters r, q and f~ 
of which must satisfy the condition a). The 
resulting formula is valid for S~ 3 } m~ 2. 

L:- --- J 
I . .J I.J-3m

::r __ .......... . 
K1 K2. K3 K10 

fi~ . 1 
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We reg ard now an example from traffic theory. 
The s witching matrices K1 •.. K10 (Fig. 1) are 
operated with various degrees of traffic offered 
and los s probabilities. The selector 'Wm has 
access to every switching matrix and its arm is 
resting at a particular position. Following the 
instruction from the control it scans the 
various switching matrices in the direction 
shown, starting with the position first on hand 
until it finds a switching matrix through wich 
the wished connection is possible. In order to 
get unequivocal probabilities we assume that 
the selector checks each switching matrix at 
most once per occupation. If the system is in 
the initial stateZi, i.e. the selector arm is 
resting on step Ki, then the transition prob
ability for the stateZj, i.e. the selector has 
found a switching matrix with at least one 
free output, is: 

This formula includes the product of the pr'ob
abili ties Bi of the switching matrices Ki ••• Kj-1 
found occupied and the passing - through prob
abilities (1-~J) of the free switching matrix 
Kj. The problem of transition probabilities 
for s steps in this system is solved with the 
equations (22)c and (36). (26) renders the 
state probabilities after s occupations, if 
the absolute probabilities at the beginning of 
the observation are known . 

4. - LIMIT APPROACH TO HOMOGENOUS MARKOV 

PROCESSES WITH CONTINUOUS TIME 

We study now a stochastic process in the scope 
of 3. with following additional ass~mptions: 

1) Infinite transitions take place within 
the time period(t)(Transitions from one 
state to itself included.) . 

2) The probability for more than one 
transition taking place within the time 
period <t,t+~S only of the magnitude 
o( d t) . 

3) The probability for a change of the 
random variables of the process lies in 
the range of dt within the time period 
<t,t+dl) . 

The transition matrix for such a process after 
the first step (at t=+O) and after assumption 
3) is: 

1- t{,,(H. 1\2, d.i f"k dt 
~'l"(U 1- 1>22 olt "P2.kdt 

(37 ) =M 

f"-1 d1 "f'K9. d.t . , ~-f~"d1:. 
I< 

with L~ij-::fmm Q'Vld. i)Tn=1,9./·· .. k 
j=1 
j*i 

It is obvious that 

tuM. M - G (U'Y'Iit matriX) 
ol\: ... 0 

The transition matrix can be another than the 
unit matrix after the flowing of tjme t only 
because infinite transitions take place. We 
examine now this limit: 

~ e.~ MS 
ol)C.-rO,S--OO 

We observe here the following: 



1) As a stochastic, non-negative matrix, 
it has the characteristic value ~1 =1 
while all others must be smaller than 
unit. 
As i ,t approaches the unit matrix it must 
be valid: 

-1 foY" b=1 

(;3e) lb = t 1 ... A'i; d.t +0 (d.i) fot' &+1 

2) According to the assumptions 1 ••• 3, it 
is S=.i.: 

clt 
Thus the transition probabilities for such a 
process can be derived from (22)c as follows: 

k k E "+to '11-1 

lim~ .. ($) '= ~ ~~~. {; ~(-1) · 'fij(k-e)·me-v·,Ag :: 
nJ ... ~ ~ k-,-1 

5-00 ! .. o 0:1 L-,(I<-.I')-li· (-1)~' 'mf 
~ .. 0 '.0 

It ~ t; vu ,,-1 

LJ 
S L.- (-1) Jp,j.(k-~).'mE.-'II .11 .. t.4-~, fAw. ,... "a ' 

. S4r .. ~ cH .. o f:(k_f).l~-f-1. (-1r mf 
5.1 '.0 

Thereby is 

S t -1 .fOY' 5-1 
(39) ~li = .... , ( -lA5)S _ e- A1t 

5-0 - .,-- -
alt-o 5_00 S 

We can state about ·the limit 

,\,,-1 
·Ar 

~~~~-------------
cU 4 0 

1.0 Ds 
that: This fraction is notBing else than Cll) 
.trom (18). 
It can be derived' that both determinants D 
and ~ are of the magni tude cl.~(l) due to the 
faots that k is finite, lim M-,c 

c(t-o D U 
and (38) is valid. Then lim:....JlL

D .\"0 
is a constant independent of. time, which 
oannot be derived from formulas, but which ' is 
.easy to find for every given k. If we call 
lim '-~I~)= fi.(t.) and lim D, = C, .. we get with (39) 
I-OD !J ~ cU ... 1> IJ 

(40) 

4.1.- A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE FOR A HOMOGENOUS 
MARKOV PROCESS WITH CONTINUOUS TIME 

We would like to conclude with an illustration: 
An information arrives in the form of a bit 
sequence' over a data channel to a processing 
device. We make following assumptions: 

1) A large amount of bits is transfered to 
the pickup device within a time interval; 
(an infinite number in an ideal case). 

2) A switching over to another pickup device 
takes place if the initial one is 
disturbed. The probability for a disturb
ance in reference . t .Q one bit. . 
ie very small, i.e. ideally it approaches 
zero. 

3) In our example three pickup devices are 
on hand. . 
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Let the switching-over probabilities in the . 
time section dt be odt and the probability for 
the receiving device remainin~ in operation 
within the time dt be (1-2bdt). 
Herefrom the transition matrix is derived: 

(

., - q bcH: bcit bott ) 
b ell 1- ~brl.t b cit 
b d.t b cLt 1 -~bclt 

For such a symmetrical matrix ,very simple 
formulae are derived from (22)c. For a quadra
tic matrix with k rows with the diago~l 
elements m and the elements n on botlrsides 
of the diagonal we get 

{
~(1T\k_i)(~-Ok)l+i Hi" i-j 

~/S). ~(a-m)(-1- ok)s+-t fwr i+j 
with the help of formula (31) we get for our 
special case here (\(=~, at- b cH I ,",. -1-2bClt. 

..... a. -1bt 1. 
''''11(t) = l'u(t}= 1\)(t): ~ e + 3 

-1 -,bt i 
1'42(t) = 1"1~(t)= ~21(\.) =: "f,1(l) =--S e .... ~ 

CONCLUSION 

• 

In reference to the discovered formula (22)a,b,c ~ 
and within the space that we had at our dis-
posal, some possibilities of application have 
been examined in this wmrk, which we would 
like to look at as a suggestion for this kind 
of regarding homogenous Markov processes. We 
conclude in the hope to have given some useful 
suggestions. 
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